it’s amatch
TRUE S TORIES TO INSPIRE

Meet me

halfway

Sharing a life together has
taught Tan Chin Yi and
Teo Swee Lee the importance
of communication and
compromise. by STELLA THNG

T

eo Swee Lee, 30, first met her
husband Tan Chin Yi, 32, a
product development engineer,
at a speed dating event held at a Coffee
Club outlet in 2005. “He wore a white
polo tee and khaki pants — neat but
not trendy. My first impression was
that he was quiet, down-to-earth and
definitely not the type who’d sweet-talk
every girl,” recalls the quality assurance
engineer with a laugh.
Coincidentally, Swee Lee and Chin
Yi both turned up early for the event.
That gave them the opportunity to chat
and get to know each other more. Swee
Lee left a deep impression on Chin Yi —
who later told her that she was the only
girl that he was keen on that day.
“She was friendly and approachable
and I liked how honest and open she
was about the things she liked and
disliked. When she mentioned that
she was a photography buff and was
about to leave for a trip to Taiwan, I
recommended some spots I’d visited,
such as the Fisherman’s Wharf in Taipei
where she could snap photos of a
spectacular sunset,” says Chin Yi.
The day that Swee Lee returned
from Taiwan, she was pleasantly
surprised to receive an SMS from
Chin Yi, who asked her out. “We
watched the movie Perhaps Love,
starring Takeshi Kaneshiro. I also gave
him a little souvenir from Taipei,” says
Swee Lee. One date led to another
and two months later, Chin Yi asked
Swee Lee to be his girlfriend during a
Valentine’s Day dinner.
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OUR STRATEGY IS
TO DISCUSS AND
COMPROMISE. ONE
PARTY CANNOT MAKE
ALL THE DECISIONS.

— Chin Yi

T

DUET
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“Before I met Swee Lee, I had
been in another relationship that
lasted seven months. My ex-girlfriend
had some family problems and didn’t
want to commit. But with Swee Lee,
we were both committed to finding a
partner,” explains Chin Yi, who was
so sure he’d found the right girl that
he asked Swee Lee to marry him after
dating her for 18 months.

PERSEVERANCE PAYS OFF
Chin Yi first popped the question on
7 July 2007, during one of their
regular karaoke sessions at K Box.
Although Swee Lee was surprised
that Chin Yi “who’s not the romantic
sort” had bought her a bunch of roses,
she didn’t suspect a thing. “He sang
Celine Dion’s ‘My Heart Will Go On’
and changed some lyrics to ‘Will you
marry me?’, but I didn’t catch it! I only
realised it later when he gave me a
card with his self-written lyrics! Then
he said, ‘Eh, I bought you a ring,’ and

passed me a solitaire diamond ring,”
recalls Swee Lee.
A little shocked, Swee Lee asked
for more time to think it over. “He told
me to keep the ring first and assumed
that the proposal was done — I had to
hint that it wasn’t romantic enough!”
she says.
The determined beau then planned
Round Two. Prior to their holiday
to Phuket in June 2008, he did some
research on the best scenic spots to
catch the sunset. They rented a car
to drive up a hill and this time, he
went down on one knee with a more
modest silver ring. “I had to be practical
because I’d already splurged on the
diamond ring!” he says. A touched Swee
Lee said yes, and on 10 October 2009,
the couple celebrated their wedding at
a hotel with family and friends.

FINDING A MIDDLE
GROUND
Swee Lee and Chin Yi both believe that
compromise is key in a relationship.
Chin Yi, being the eldest son, wanted
them to live with his parents but Swee
Lee preferred to set up their own
home. “We decided to compromise
by staying near, instead of with them.
We’ve bought a four-room flat in the
same block, which makes it convenient
to visit them daily for dinner while
maintaining our own space,” he says.
They’ve also learnt to adjust to
each other’s lifestyle. Chin Yi admits
that he gets Swee Lee riled up when he
doesn’t do his share of the housework.
“I used to nag him about the dirty

dishes because I’d end up washing
them. Now, I just keep quiet and wait
for him to do it — he doesn’t like
to be nagged at and prefers to do
it ‘own time, own target’. We don’t
have to quarrel and he’ll still get it
done,” she says.
Their biggest disagreements
have been over their different
styles of handling their finances,
but here too, the couple have
learnt to communicate and
compromise. Swee Lee prefers
saving up and investing in insurance
plans, while Chin Yi is a risk-taker
who dabbles in various investments.
“Before we got married, I’d lost over
$10,000 in investments and that
worried her,” he reveals. “Now, I
discuss my financial plans with her,
try to find out her expectations and
meet her halfway.” He continues to
invest, but only after setting aside
an agreed amount for their joint
account every month to take care of
their expenses. “We have a common
understanding that I’ll explore
investment opportunities only with my
own money, just like how Swee Lee
goes shopping with her own savings,”
explains Chin Yi.
It helps to take an interest in each
other’s activities too, say the couple.
Chin Yi enjoys going to the gym and
jogging but Swee Lee doesn’t like
hitting the track. So they compromise
by signing up together for yoga.
After two years of marriage,
the couple says the biggest lesson
they have learnt is the need to
communicate over different issues.
“I’m a man of few words but I now
make an effort to communicate more.
We allocate some time to chat before
bedtime, instead of just falling asleep
after watching TV,” says Chin Yi. “Our
strategy is to discuss and compromise.
One party cannot make all the
decisions. When we make purchases
like household items, we seek each
other’s opinion even if it’s not a very
expensive item. After all, both of us
will be using it!”
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